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Materials with negative longitudinal piezoelectric response have been a focus of recent research. So far,
reported examples are mostly three-dimensional bulk materials, either compounds with strong ionic bonds
or layered materials with van der Waals interlayer gaps. Here, we report the first example in two-
dimensional elemental materials—the class of group-Va monolayers. From first-principles calculations, we
show that these materials possess giant negative longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient e11. Importantly, its
physical mechanism is also distinct from all previous proposals, connected with the special buckling driven
polarization in these elemental systems. As a result, the usually positive internal strain contribution to
piezoelectricity becomes negative and even dominates over the clamped ion contribution in Bi monolayers.
Based on this new mechanism, we also find several 2D crystal structures that may support negative
longitudinal piezoelectricity. As another consequence, piezoelectric response in Bi monolayers exhibits a
significant nonanalytic behavior, namely, the e11 coefficient takes sizably different values (differed by
∼18%) under tensile and compressive strains, a phenomenon not known before and helpful for the
development of novel electromechanical devices.
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Piezoelectrics are materials which can convert mechani-
cal energy into electrical energy and vice versa. They have
found wide applications, e.g., in pressure sensors, actuators,
and noise attenuators [1–3]. The performance of piezo-
electrics is characterized by the piezoelectric response
tensor. The longitudinal elements of the tensor eii, which
measure the change of electric polarization along applied
strain direction, are usually positive, because intuitively a
tensile (compressive) strain should increase (decrease) the
separation between positive and negative charges, and hence
enhance (suppress) the polarization. Negative longitudinal
piezoelectricity (NLP)was thought to be rare for a long time,
although examples like poly (vinylidene fluoride) (β-PVDF)
do exist [4–5]. The mechanism of NLP in β-PVDF was
found to be complicated [6–10], likely connected to its
quasi-1D polymer chain structures as well as complex
dynamics of intermixed crystalline lamellae and amorphous
regions [11]. Recently, there is a surge of interest in
exploring materials with negative piezoelectricity. Theoreti-
cally, a number of three-dimensional (3D) bulk materials
were predicted to host NLP, such as hexagonal ABC ferro-
electrics [12], bismuth tellurohalides [13], HfO2 [14], and
some layered ferroelectrics [15]. Experimentally, NLP has

been detected in layered CuIn P2S6 via in situ dynamic x-ray
diffraction measurements [16].
In the meantime, there has been tremendous interest in

2D piezoelectric materials, due to their high crystallinity,
free of dangling bonds, and ability to withstand enormous
strain, which offer great flexibility in constructing various
van der Waals (vdW) heterostructures with clean interface
and tolerance of large lattice mismatch [17]. Up to now,
several 2D ferroelectric and piezoelectric materials have
been identified [18–21]. A recent proposal suggested that
NLP should widely occur in layered ferroelectrics with out-
of-plane polarization, a mechanism relying on the existence
of vdW interlayer gaps to absorb most of the structural
change [13,15–16]. Although 2D layers may be obtained
from exfoliation of vdW layered materials, clearly, this
mechanism cannot hold in the 2D monolayer limit due
to the absence of any vdW gap here. Then, is there any
new mechanism that can generate NLP in 2D monolayer
materials?
In this Letter, we address the question above by revealing

large NLP in a class of 2D elemental materials, the
group-Va (As, Sb, Bi) monolayers. These 2D materials
have been synthesized by physical vapor deposition and/or
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molecular beam epitaxy methods [22–24]. Previously, they
were predicted to be the first elemental ferroelectric
materials [25]. Very recently, the ferroelectricity of Bi
monolayer was confirmed in experiment [26]. Here, based
on first-principles calculations, we uncover that these
fascinating 2D materials also host significant NLP.
The magnitude of e11 for Bi monolayer can reach over
−1000 pC=m (∼ − 2.8 C=m2 if converted to 3D unit). The
mechanism for NLP here is also distinct from previous
proposals. The ferroelectricity in these systems is the result
of a special buckling distortion, which is directly affected
by applied in-plane strain, such that the usually positive
internal-strain contribution to piezoelectric response
becomes negative here. In Bi monolayers, the negative
internal-strain contribution can even dominate over the
clamped ion contribution (which is also negative), leading
to pronounced NLP. In addition, we report a previously
unknown phenomenon: the nonanalyticity of piezoelectric
response, namely, the (negative) piezoelectric coefficient
differs for tensile and compressive strains. In 2D Bi, this
difference can reach ∼18%. We show that this exotic effect
is also a result of the buckling-driven mechanism, which
determines anharmonicity of potential energy surface and
different structural stiffnesses under stretch and compres-
sion. Our work extends the NLP effect to elemental
materials, reveals a new NLP mechanism, and finds a
novel nonanalytic behavior in piezoelectric response. These
results may have important implications on functional
materials design and device applications.
As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the group-Va monolayers As,

Sb, and Bi considered here all take the anisotropic α-phase
structure, consisting of two buckled atomic layers, with
four atoms in a primitive unit cell. The structure is similar to
that of black phosphorene. The key difference is in the out-
of-plane atomic buckling Δz [marked in lower panel of
Fig. 1(a)] [25]. For black phosphorene, there is no buckling,

i.e., Δz ¼ 0, and its structure is nonpolar with preserved
centrosymmetry [27]. Here, the finite buckling Δz breaks
the centrosymmetry, reduces the symmetry to a polar group
(Pmn21), and causes charge transfer between two sub-
lattices [marked as A and B in Fig. 1(a)], forming cations
and anions and leading to spontaneous in-plane polariza-
tion along the armchair direction [25], which is labeled as
the x direction in Fig. 1(a). The detailed structural para-
meters obtained from our density functional theory (DFT)
calculations are given in Table S1 of Supplemental
Material (SM [28]) (detailed calculation methods are also
presented in SM [28]). This buckled crystal structure has
been confirmed for Sb and Bi monolayers in several
experiments by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
technique [23,26,37]. The calculated spontaneous polari-
zation PS values at equilibrium for As, Sb, Bi mono-
layer are 35, 32, 44 pC=m, respectively, which is also
consistent with previous studies and recent experimental
finding [25–26,38].
The piezoelectric tensor eij measures how the electric

polarization changes under an applied strain, or equiva-
lently, how the material is strained under an applied E field.
In this study, we focus on the longitudinal piezoelectric
coefficient e11, which can be evaluated by

e11 ¼
∂PS

∂η
;

where η is the uniaxial strain applied along the x direction
(i.e., along the axis of polarization).
In fact, based on the understanding of the special buck-

ling-driven polarization in these group-Va 2D materials, we
can naturally expect the appearance of NLP, before doing
any calculation. For example, under a tensile strain η > 0
along x, since the atoms are strongly bonded as in Fig. 1(a)
(i.e., the change of each bond length is small), one can easily
see that the buckling height Δz should decrease under the
stretch. This decrease of buckling moves the system toward
the centrosymmetric structure, hence must suppress the
electric polarization PS, which then corresponds to NLP
with e11 < 0. Similarly, for compressive strains, it should
increase Δz and hence PS, again leading to NLP.
This expectation is confirmed by our DFT calculation.

The obtained e11 for the three group-Va monolayers are
listed in Table I. For comparison, we also calculate the
result for monolayer GeS, which is a well-studied 2D
ferroelectric [39]. We find that group-Va monolayers indeed
host largeNLP. Thevalues of e11 forAs andSb are−640 and−441 pC=m, and for Bi, it shows different values for stretch
and compression, with e11 ¼ −866 pC=m for η > 0 and
¼ − 1020 pC=m for η < 0 [see Fig. 1(b), we will discuss
this nonanalytic behavior later]. These values are in fact
quite significant. For example, if we convert the results for
Bi monolayer to 3D unit, they are ∼ − 2.40 C=m2 (η > 0)
and −2.83 C=m2 (η < 0), which are comparable or even

FIG. 1. (a) Top panel: crystal structure of 2D ferroelectric
elemental group-Va monolayers (As, Sb, Bi). The spontaneous
electric polarization Ps results from the atomic layer buckling,
denoted as Δz in the lower panel. The polarization is in plane,
along the x direction as in our setup. a is the equilibrium lattice
constant and a0 is the lattice constant under strain. The atoms are
colored according to the sign of the net charge at the site.
Sublattice A (B) acts like anions (cations). (b) Calculated
polarization of Bi monolayer as a function of applied strain η
along x axis. The slope corresponds to e11.
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larger than the well-known piezoelectrics such as ZnO [40]
and AlN (wurtzite) [41].
To analyze piezoelectric response, the common practice

is to decompose piezoelectric coefficient (e11 here) into two

contributions: the clamped-ion contribution (eð0Þ11 ) and the

internal-strain contribution (eðiÞ11 ) [42,43]. The clamped-ion
contribution is evaluated at zero internal strain, i.e., when
the fractional coordinates of the ions are frozen. It manifests
the effect of redistribution of electrons and hence the
change of Born effective charge under homogenous strain.
The internal-strain contribution, on the other hand, captures
the internal relaxation of ionic positions under strain, with
the Born effective charges fixed. Considering theMy mirror
symmetry of the group-Va monolayers, the internal-strain

contribution contains two terms eðiÞ11;x and eðiÞ11;z. Therefore,
we may write

e11 ¼ eð0Þ11 þ eðiÞ11;x þ eðiÞ11;z; ð1Þ

where

eðiÞ11;x ¼
qa
Ω

X

n

Z�
11ðnÞ

∂u1ðnÞ
∂η

;

eðiÞ11;z ¼
qc
Ω

X

n

Z�
13ðnÞ

∂u3ðnÞ
∂η

;

q is the electron charge, a and c are the lattice parameters
along x and z, Ω is the unit cell area, index n runs over all
ions in the cell, Z�

ij is the Born effective charge tensor, and
ui is the fractional coordinate in the i th direction. The
calculated values of the different contributions are sum-
marized in Table I.

In a recent work, Qi and Rappe pointed out that the
clamped-ion is generically negative due to the “lag of
Wannier center” effect [15], whereas the internal-strain
contribution is often positive. This feature is reflected in the
results for 2D GeS in Table I. Thus, to achieve NLP, the
previously proposed strategies are focused on enhancing
the clamped-ion contribution and making it dominate over
the internal-strain term. For example, this scenario can be
achieved in ferroelectrics with strong ionic bonds such as
the hexagonal ABC ferroelectrics [12]. Another possibility
is vdW layered ferroelectrics with out-of-plane polariza-
tion, where the internal-strain contribution can be very
small, since vdW gaps can accommodate most of the
applied strain. Clearly, the group-Va monolayers here are
distinct from those cases. As an elemental material, it is
strongly covalently bonded and there are no weak bonds in
the structure. This distinction is also manifested in the
results in Table I. One observes that besides the clamped-
ion contribution, the internal-strain contribution is also
sizably negative for group-Va monolayers. Especially, for

Bi, eðiÞ11 even dominates over (more than 5 times larger than)

eð0Þ11 , which is quite unusual.
Now we take a closer look at the three terms in Eq. (1) for

group-Va monolayers. First of all, the negative clamped-ion
term eð0Þ11 manifests the generic “lag of Wannier center”
effect. Under a homogenous tensile strain η > 0, the
factional coordinates of the ions are fixed (in the stretched
unit cell). The change in Born effective charges can also be
described in terms of the shift of Wannier center. In the
paraelectric phase (i.e., Δz ¼ 0), the Wannier center
coincides with the ionic center. In the ferroelectric phase,
the Wannier center deviates from the center of positive
charge and moves in the −x direction as in Fig. 2(a),
forming a spontaneous polarization along the þx direction.
When applying tensile strain to the lattice, we find that the

TABLE I. Theoretical values for the considered 2D monolayer materials (GeS is added for reference purpose). The meaning of the
symbols is explained in the main text. The unit for piezoelectric coefficients is pC=m. For Z�

11 and ∂u1=∂η, the values for the two atomic
sites in one sublattice (i.e., 1 and 4, 2 and 3) are the same. Meanwhile, for Z�

13 and ∂u3=∂η, the values for the two atomic sites in one
sublattice have opposite signs, which is also indicated in Figs. 2(c) and 2(f).

GeS As Sb Bi (η > 0) Bi (η < 0)

eð0Þ11
−113 −518 −378 −133 −59

eðiÞ11;x 930 −88 −49 −393 −383
eðiÞ11;z −77 −34 −14 −340 −578
e11 740 −640 −441 −866 −1020
Z�
11ð1; 4Þ 2.84 −0.44 −0.38 −1.69 −1.69

Z�
11ð2; 3Þ −2.84 0.44 0.38 1.69 1.69

ð∂u1=∂ηÞð1; 4Þ 0.188 0.116 0.090 0.164 0.160
ð∂u1=∂ηÞð2; 3Þ −0.188 −0.116 −0.090 −0.164 −0.160
Z�
13ð1=4Þ −1.08=1.08 1.06= − 1.06 0.89= − 0.89 1.70= − 1.70 1.70= − 1.70

Z�
13ð2=3Þ 0.62= − 0.62 0.31= − 0.31 0.18= − 0.18 1.51= − 1.51 1.51= − 1.51

ð∂u3=∂ηÞð1=4Þ −0.029=0.029 −0.008=0.008 −0.003=0.003 −0.044=0.044 −0.070=0.070
ð∂u3=∂ηÞð2=3Þ 0.017= − 0.017 −0.001=0.001 −0.009=0.009 −0.025=0.025 −0.048=0.048
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Wannier center cannot completely follow the homogenous
strain [see Fig. 2(a)]. It lags behind and hence has a relative
shift along the polarization direction (þPS), which

decreases the net polarization and leads to negative eð0Þ11 .

The sizable negative internal-strain terms eðiÞ11;x and e
ðiÞ
11;z are

connected to the buckled structure of these systems. In the
ferroelectric phase, there is charge transfer between the two
sublattices as shown in Fig. 2(b). The orange sites have net
positive charges (cations) and the blue sites have negative
changes (anions). Under a tensile strain, if allowing the
internal relaxation of the ionic positions, we find that the
ions would shift (from their initial fractional coordinates)
along x and z as illustrated in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c),
respectively. Regarding the horizontal shift, one observes
that two sublattices move toward each other, which clearly
decreases the net polarization PS. In the meantime, the
vertical shift moves the structure toward the centrosym-
metric one, which also reduces PS, as we discussed at the
very beginning. Because of these, all the contributions to
e11 are negative and hence lead to a significant NLP effect
in these monolayer materials.
The different contributions can also be clearly visualized

in the plot of potential energy surfaces (PESs) and polar-
izations versus the shift of atomic positions. As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the dash (solid) lines are for Bi monolayers
without strain (under 1% tensile strain). The black (red)
colored lines are for PES (polarization). These quantities
are plotted with respect to Δx, the displacement of the
orange colored sublattice along the þx direction, as
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3(a). In this plot, clearly,
the difference between dashed and solid red lines atΔx ¼ 0

just corresponds to the clamped-ion contribution to the
change in polarization at η ¼ 1%. Meanwhile, the mini-
mum point ðΔxÞeq of PES corresponds to the equilibrium
relaxed-ion state under a given strain. In Fig. 3(a), we find
ðΔxÞeq < 0 at η ¼ 1%, corresponding to a left shift of the
red sublattice. At this point, the polarization is smaller than
that at Δx ¼ 0 in the strain-free state, and this difference
just gives the internal-strain contribution due to horizontal
relaxation. As shown in Fig. 3(a), both contributions are
negative (indicated by the two blue arrows pointing down-
ward), leading to NLP as expected. Similarly, Figs. 3(b)–
3(d) show the results for compressive strain (−1%) and
vertical sublattice displacement. The results for As and Sb
monolayers are given in SM [28].
Finally, let us return to the unusual nonanalytic behavior

for Bi monolayer as noticed before. As shown in Table I,
both the clamped-ion term eð0Þ11 and the internal-strain term

eðiÞ11;z show obvious differences under tensile and compres-

sive strains, but eðiÞ11;x remain almost the same. This implies
that the nonanalyticity should be closely related to buck-
ling. As clarified in previous works [25], Bi has a weak
hybridization between 6s and 6p orbitals, so that the bonds
between Bi atoms are mainly determined by p orbitals,
other than sp3 configuration as in black phosphorene. As
the Bi monolayer is extended in the x-y plane, the bonds are
mainly contributed by px and py orbitals and the pz

electrons are left unpaired on one sublattice to form lone
pairs of electrons, which tend to bring in the buckling (Δz)
and drive the breaking of centrosymmetry (and hence
electric polarization). The distribution of this lone-pair
electron is sensitive to the energy difference of pz levels on
the two sublattices. Under small tensile strain, the energy

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the different contributions to
NLP. The displacements of Wannier center and atomic positions
are indicated for (a)–(c) η > 0 and (d)–(f) η < 0, respectively.
The green dashed oval indicates the movement of the Wannier
center at the clamped-ion state along the polar axis. The green
solid circle and the hollow circle represent the new and the initial
positions of the Wannier center, respectively. The orange solid
square indicates the charge center of the ions. The blue and
orange arrows indicate the moving direction of anions and cations
when their positions are relaxed under strain. “þ”, “−” represent
the sign of Born effective charges (see Table I).

FIG. 3. Potential energy surface along the x axis (in fractional
unit of lattice constant a) and the z axis (in fractional unit
of lattice constant c) for monolayer Bi under (a),(b) η > 0 and
(c),(d) η < 0. Dashed lines represent the strain-free state and solid
lines represent the clamped-ion state with a compressive or tensile
strain of 1%. The corresponding clamped-ion (CI) and internal-
strain (IS) contributions are marked by blue arrows.
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splitting of pz orbitals on two sublattices is reduced,
resulting in charge redistribution and decreasing the charge
transfer between the two sublattices [Fig. 4(a)]. In contrast,
there is no obvious charge redistribution under small
compressive strain, because the charge transfer already
saturates. Since the charge redistribution is directly related
to the shift of the Wannier center, it underlies the difference
between the values of the clamped-ion term under tensile
and compressive strains. The lone-pair electrons also affect
the lattice distortion. Figure 4(b) shows the buckling height
Δz of Bi monolayer as a function of η near equilibrium. It is
noted thatΔz under compressive (tensile) strain varies more
rapidly (slowly) with η. This results in the different values

of eðiÞ11;z. The jump in eðiÞ11;z can also be understood from the
anharmonicity of PES. In Fig. 4(c), we also draw the PES
versus Δz. One can see that PES is anharmonic around
the equilibrium point and the stiffness for Δz < 0

(K2 ¼ 1.45 eV=Å2) is much less than that for Δz < 0

(K1 ¼ 2.20 eV=Å2). Thus, it is easier to reduce Δz by
tensile strain than increasing Δz by compressive strain.
This can be intuitively understood from the above analysis
of the difference in charge redistribution. In fact, the PESs
for As and Sb also exhibit similar anharmonic features
(shown in SM [28]). However, their internal-strain con-
tributions are relatively small and hence the nonanalytic
feature is not obvious in the overall e11.
Discussion.—We have revealed a new mechanism for

NLP. Essentially, it relies on a crystal structure in which the
electric polarization is due to lattice buckling and the
direction of buckling is normal to the polarization direction.
It follows that when the material is stretched along the
polarization direction, the buckling naturally decreases,
hence the polarization decreases, leading to NLP. Based on

such understanding, we search through a 2D materials
database [36] looking for materials (both elemental materi-
als and compounds) with similar structural features. A list
of materials which possess NLP are obtained. The screen-
ing process and the results are presented in SM [28].
In experiments, 2D materials usually need support by

substrate. If choosing inert vdW layered materials as
substrate (such as h-BN [44]), the substrate effect on the
2D material is usually very weak and properties like NLP
discussed here should be preserved. On the other hand,
one may also choose some stretchable substrate (like
PDMS [45]) which has sizable interaction with the 2D
material, such that strain applied by deforming the substrate
can be detected as electric signals in the 2D NLP
materials on top. This could be useful for sensor and
electromechanical device applications.
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Provincial Natural Science Foundation of China
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